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Abstract: A damage mechanism based approach to the structural health monitoring of wind turbine

blades is formulated. Typical physical mechanisms of wind turbine blade degradation, including

surface erosion, adhesive fatigue, laminate cracking and in some cases compressive kinking and

failure are reviewed. Examples of a local, damage mechanism based approach to the structural health

monitoring of wind turbine blades are demonstrated, including the monitoring of leading edge

erosion of wind turbine blades, adhesive bond failure, plydrop delamination, static and dynamic

plydrop tests, and bolt and laminate fatigue. The examples demonstrate the possibilities of monitoring

specific damage mechanisms, and specific localizations of wind turbine blades.

Keywords: wind energy; wind turbine blades; maintenance; structural health monitoring

1. Introduction

Currently, 205 GW of wind energy capacity is available in Europe. By 2030, 323 GW of wind

energy will be installed in the EU [1]. Wind energy covers now 15% of the EU’s electricity demand,

and in 2030 it is expected to reach 30%, and provide employment to 569,000 people. Thus, a large

expansion of wind energy is expected. However, the operation and maintenance (O&M) costs for wind

turbines are very high, making up 20–25% of the total levelized cost per kWh over the lifetime of a

turbine [2]. High maintenance and repair costs increase the energy price and make wind energy less

competitive. Structural repair of a single wind blade can cost up to $30,000, and a new blade costs,

on average, about $200,000 [3].

In order to reduce the maintenance cost, new strategies of maintenance, including also health

monitoring are required. Maintenance of wind turbines is an important and also expensive part of

the wind farm owners function. The maintenance can be realized as corrective maintenance strategy

(i.e., the maintenance and repair activity starts only after a failure or damage event), preventive

(time-based) maintenance (i.e., regular inspections of wind turbines, allowing early identification of

coming damage or failure). Preventive maintenance can be realized as scheduled and condition based

maintenance, which requires permanent health monitoring and allows for early fault detection.

Installing structural health monitoring requires local modification of wind turbine blade materials,

leading to additional costs and efforts. On the other side, the efficiency of structural health monitoring

in detecting blade degradation requires further improvement.

In this paper, the idea of the damage mechanism based (mechanism-informed) structural health

monitoring of wind turbine blades is formulated. In Section 2, various strategies and approaches of

structural health monitoring are discussed. The concept of damage mechanism based structural health

monitoring of wind turbine blades, and the damage mechanisms are discussed in Section 3. Examples

of the local, damage mechanism based approach to the structural health monitoring of wind turbine
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blades are demonstrated in Section 4. The examples demonstrate the possibilities of monitoring specific

damage mechanisms, and specific localizations of wind turbine blades.

2. Maintenance and Health Monitoring of WT Blades: State of the Art

The corrective maintenance strategy leads to a rather late, post-failure start of maintenance activities,

and thus, a risk of large or even catastrophic failure of wind turbines. Preventive maintenance, widely

used in the aircraft industry, allows for early detection of incipient failure, but only if the inspections

are carried out quite often. Preventive maintenance for one turbine per year costs around €10,000,

depending on the competence of the technicians and local labor markets (plus the costs of system

failures) [4].

Further, the reliability-based inspection strategy (when the next inspection is scheduled on the

basis of reliability prognosis and probabilistic fatigue crack growth analysis) and risk-based approach

(the next inspection takes into account also the possible consequence of a failure and inspection and

repair costs) are often used, which represent a kind of balance between preventive and corrective

maintenance strategies. The condition based maintenance (CBM) can be employed if the integrity

of the wind turbine blades is permanently observed, for instance, by using permanent sensors

in the blades. It would allow avoiding unnecessary (and, again expensive) inspections of wind

turbines. The transition from the “passive” to “proactive” condition based maintenance is expected to

reduce maintenance costs drastically (up to 239% net cost savings) [5] and increase the reliability of

structures [6]. For aircrafts, the CBM reduces the delays from unscheduled maintenance by 80% [7],

and reduce downtime by 10 . . . 12 times [8].

Global monitoring of large structures is increasingly common for many civil engineering

applications (such as bridges). From a relatively small number of measurements, the dynamic

response of the entire structure should be calculated. A lot of different solutions for structural health

monitoring of wind turbine blades have been developed based on various sensing mechanisms and

data analysis approaches. Such wild growth lead to the situation when solutions developed in different

groups are not related and not based on other solutions, and a lot of publications are in fact reviews

seeking to classify available techniques [9–18].

The SCADA system (supervisory control and data acquisition) is used for remote supervision

and control of the entire wind parks and the individual wind turbines [10,17]. Condition monitoring

systems (CMSs) provide operators with information about the health of the structures [18].

The SHM of blades can be realized using vibration monitoring, strain measuring, acoustic

emissions, impedance techniques, ultrasonic waves, smart paint, laser vibrometry and ultrasound,

impedance tomography, thermography, and nanosensors [13,19–21]. Different types of sensors can be

employed, e.g., PZT wafers, fiber optic sensors, accelerometers, MEMS, etc. Initial health monitoring

systems were developed for static testing, e.g., acoustic emission (AE) and coherent optical (CO)

techniques developed in [22], and acoustic emission (passive listening) based structural neural system

with piezoelectric sensors developed by NREL [23]. The structural health monitoring of the blades

includes acquiring and analyzing data from sensors in the given structure and evaluation of the

integrity and health of a structure [24]. The SHM system should include sensors, attached to the

structure, corresponding hardware (data handling) and software for the data analysis. Figure 1 schows

a schema of the information flow from blade damage via SHM to repair.
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Figure 1. Schema: from blade damage via SHM to repair: wind turbine→ damage in laminate→

embedded or attached sensors—monitoring system→ repair.

2.1. Value of Information and Modeling in Maintenance Analysis

There exist several mathematical models used in maintenance analysis. The concept of value of

information (VoI), allowing quantification of the benefits provided by structural health monitoring

(SHM) systems has been formulated in [25]. The approach is based on the influence diagram (ID),

structured graphical representation of decision processes under uncertainty, which supports the

modeling process.

Ossai et al. [26] used six-state Markov model to analyze the influence of maintenance on failure

risks and downtimes. Bangalore et al. [27] developed PMSPIC (preventive maintenance scheduling

problem with interval costs) mathematical model, which takes into account both age based and

condition based failure rate models, to be used for the optimizing of maintenance scheduling.

Nielsen and colleagues [28] estimated the value of the information (VoI) delivered by the SHM

system. The monitored object is a blade of an operating wind turbine. The case study shows how

the maintenance cost optimization can be performed using a risk-based approach cast in a Bayesian

decision analysis framework, in which probabilistic models are developed for blade deterioration

processes, blade inspections, and SHM systems.

2.2. Vibration-Based Techniques/Operation Modal Analysis

The method is based on measurements of the blade vibration spectra and detecting the

eigenfrequencies of the blades [18]. The vibration monitoring can be done using accelerometers,

piezo or microelectromechanical systems (MEMSs). Arcenault et al. [29] developed a distributed strain

sensor system based on fiber Bragg grating (FBG) for real time structural health monitoring of a wind

turbine rotor. Operational modal analysis (OMA) methods, the frequency domain decomposition

(FDD) method and the Hilbert transform method (HTM) were used to capture natural frequencies

and mode shapes of distributed strains. The model was validated by testing sudden change in the

dynamic properties of the blade due to the addition of a lumped mass to one of the blades. In [30],

piezoceramic actuator patches bonded to the blade were used to excite the vibrations and the vibration

response of the blade was measured using the patches or scanning laser Doppler vibrometer. In

order to detect damage, the authors considered and compared four algorithms, namely, transmittance

function, resonant comparison, operational detection shape, and wave propagation methods.

Kim et al. [31] used operational modal analysis (OMA) with numerical-sensor signals to carry

out SHM of floating offshore wind turbines, with the numerical accelerometer signals along the

tower and blade of FOWT in dynamic wind field. The frequency-domain decomposition (FDD)

method was used. The damage is detected by comparing modal properties (natural frequencies,

displacement mode shapes (DMS), and curvature mode shapes (CMS)) between the intact and damaged

conditions. CMS was shown to be the most effective modal property to detect damage locations and

intensities. Tcherniak, and Mølgaard [32] developed an active vibration-based SHM system, with an

electromagnetic actuator (which periodically hits the base) and a number of accelerometers connected
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to the data acquisition unit, attached inside the rotor’s spinner. A semisupervised learning algorithm

and anomaly detection approach were used for the damage detection.

2.3. Acoustic Emissions (AEs)

AE based methods use piezoelectric sensors, which detect high-frequency elastic waves caused

by cracking or debonding. In [9], the authors reviewed SHM and NDT systems developed by teams

from NASA Kennedy Space Center, Purdue University and Virginia Tech. The SHM systems were

based on commercial acoustic emission (AE) NDT system. Macrofiber composite (MFC) actuator and

MFC sensors were installed in wind blades in different layouts. The acoustic emission sensors monitor

sound waves caused by structural damage that propagate on the blade surface. Acoustic velocity

and attenuation measurements allowed detecting significant AE events early in the tests. Among

acoustic based damage detection methods, active (involving generating a controlled acoustic input

signal) and passive methods (using sound generated by the natural wind flow around the blade) can

be used. In [33], acoustics-based damage detection methodology on the basis of a change in acoustic

transmission loss (TL; loss of acoustic power) across the boundaries of a damaged blade compared

with its undamaged state was proposed. The authors proposed that placing microphones inside the

blade cavities to monitor the acoustic environment and diagnose damage. Poozeh et al. [34] proposed

using an array of microphones to detect cracks in blades. To analyze the acoustic pressure distribution

in and around airfoils, which is necessary for passive damage detection, Traylor and colleagues [35]

developed a generalized computational methodology of reduced order acoustic-structural coupled

modeling of the aeroacoustics of a blade. It was demonstrated how passive acoustic detection could

be used to identify blade damage. The acoustic emission (AE) technique, based on recording and

analyzing acoustic waves generated by a blade material when it becomes damaged, has proven its

high effectiveness in identifying damage in wind turbine blades (see for instance [36]).

2.4. Strain Measurement

Strain measurements can be carried out using strain gauge or fiber optic cables (fiber Bragg

grating (FBG) sensor and optic fiber microbend displacement sensor). Song et al. [37] developed the

piezoceramic-based wireless sensor network (WSN) for health monitoring of wind turbine blades

with the active sensing approach. The WSN included an access point, which coordinates the network

and is connected to a computer, and another node working as wave inciting actuator exciting. Other

wireless nodes detect the wave responses, and provide data for the analysis. Damage status at different

sites is evaluated at distributed locations. The damage status inside the blade was evaluated through

the analysis of the sensor signals. Based on wavelet packet analysis results, a damage index and

a damage matrix were developed to evaluate the damage status, including sensor-history damage

index matrix at different locations. The approach was tested in static testing and in wind tunnel test.

Zhang et al. [38] developed monitoring based on an optical fiber Brillouin sensor and Brillouin optical

time domain analysis (BOTDA). They demonstrated that the system can detect cracks as small as

1.5 cm. Schroeder et al. [39] installed fiber Bragg grating sensor system for continuous on-line load

monitoring of the rotor blade. The system functioned for over one year.

2.5. Ultrasound Wave Propagation

The ultrasonic pulse, sent into the blades by a transducer, is reflected at the defects, if they are

there, and recorded by the same sensors. Lee and colleagues [40] proposed a portable long distance

ultrasonic propagation imaging (LUPI) system, which used a laser beam targeting and scanning

system. To evaluate the damage, Lee and colleagues developed a platform based on anomalous

wave propagation imaging (AWPI) methods. Park and colleagues [41] used laser ultrasonic imaging,

and a piezoelectric sensor for ultrasonic measurement. Arnold and colleagues [42] tested the radar

system (namely, frequency-modulated continuous wave radar) for structural health monitoring of
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wind turbine blades. The damage was detected by comparing signals from 3D imaging and as small as

a 30-mm cut in a glass fiber composite structure could be localized.

2.6. Measuring Impedance Changes

High-frequency structural excitations are applied through surface-bonded piezoelectric

transducers, and the changes in measured impedance (measured by monitoring the current and

voltage applied to the piezoelectric transducers) indicate the damage occurrence [43]. Park and

Inman [43] reviewed the impedance-based structural health monitoring, and demonstrated the

usage of this technique. In order to detect structural damage, a frequency-domain autoregressive

model with exogenous inputs (ARX) was developed and validated. Pitchford et al. [44] proposed

to use impedance-based structural health monitoring for the onboard SHM system, with attached

piezoceramic (PZT) patches serving as self-sensing actuators, exciting the structure with high-frequency

excitations, and monitoring changes in impedance. The integrity of blades is accessed by monitoring

the electrical impedance of the PZT.

2.7. Thermography and Imaging

Defects, local degradation of materials can cause the temperature patterns, which can be detected

by using infrared thermography, and analyzed to identify the defects. Hwang et al. [45] proposed a

noncontact, continuous line laser thermography technique for damage detection of rotating blades.

Thermal waves, generated by a laser beam on the blade are measured by an infrared camera. The damage

imaging algorithm (image reconstruction using a coordinate transformation and damage extraction

using a statistical pattern recognition) is then used to visualize the damage. Similarly, X-ray can allow

identification of changing local properties due to defects [14].

2.8. Embedded Conductive Nanoscale Particles

The conductive nanoparticles (for instance, carbone nanotubes/CNT, graphene, and Mxenes)

embedded in the composites and polymer layers can enhance the toughness and fatigue resistance of

the materials [46–49], but also be used as nanosensors. The nanoparticles are arranged in networks,

layers, agglomerates, or fibers, creating the conductivity path in the material. The electrical resistance of

the materials with nanoparticles is changed under deformation and failure, due to changing, eventually

broken, contact between adjacent carbon nanoparticles, thus, changing the percolation path, and the

change in the tunneling resistance between two adjacent nanoparticles, due to changing distance

between them. Kang and colleagues [50] used multiwalled carbon nanotube reinforced PMMA polymer

as a piezoresistive strain sensor for structural health monitoring. They considered the nanotube strain

sensor as a biomimetic artificial neuron, which can be used for detecting large strains and cracking.

Sam-Daliri et al. [51] proposed to use the multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) loaded epoxy

composites to sense strain changes under tension load using an AC impedance measurement setup.

They demonstrated high sensitivity of the impedance reading. Dai [52] developed a carbon nanotube

(CNT)-based nonwoven composite sensor that can be integrated with a difference imaging-based

electrical impedance tomography (EIT) sensing scheme to offer a true two-dimensional damage sensing

methodology. The system allows estimating damage location, size, and severity. Grabowski et al. [53,54]

developed MWCN/polymer (acrylic and epoxy) based sensors and then applied to the test material

with the use of two techniques (screen printing and spray coating). They tested the sensors and

demonstrated the usability. Li et al. [55] proposed fiber-reinforced polymers with an embedded

graphene sensing network connected to the guided ultrasonic wave (GUW)-based structural health

monitoring (SHM) system. The tunneling effect, triggered by guided ultrasonic waves makes it possible

to avoid use of conventional ultrasonic transducers, creating the possibility of self-health monitoring,

without using external sensors.
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2.9. Damage Detection

Wind turbines operate under varying complex conditions (fatigue, rotation, random variations of

load, of temperature, and humidity). Therefore, the measured signals are often non-stationary,

even without forming cracks and defects [13]. In order to extract the damage information

from the rather complex signals, different pattern recognition techniques (novelty detection) are

applied, e.g., Bayesian classification methods, nearest-neighbor search, artificial neural network

classifiers, and also unsupervised learning approaches [13]. The damage detection can include

the information about availability of damage, or, at more detailed level, identification of type and

localization of damage. The data and signal analysis processing are carried out using statistical and

trend analysis, filtering methods, time-domain analysis, power cepstrum analysis (inverse Fourier

transformation), time-domain averaging, fast-Fourier transform (FFT), amplitude demodulation,

and wavelet transformations [19]. Ou, Dertimanis, and Chatzi [20] proposed vibration-based scheme

operational damage identification based on the variability of the mode shape curvatures (MSCs)

of the blade along its plane direction. Dervilis et al. [21] used machine learning algorithms based

on optimized artificial neural networks (ANNs), autoassociative neural network (AANN) based on

a standard ANN form and a novel approach to autoassociation with radial basis functions (RBFs)

networks. The method relied on vibration data and frequency response function measurements (FRFs).

Generally, statistical model development methods are reviewed in [16].

2.10. Limitations and Challenges

Structural health monitoring technology faces many challenges, and the techniques used have

their advantages and disadvantages. Strain gauges are prone to failures and can be sensitive to

lightning. Acoustic emission and other local sensor based technologies, require a high number of

distributed sensors for detection of small damages [18]. Further, the modal characteristics of the blades

are determined by load carrying parts (cap), and that influences the sensitivity of operation modal

analysis, and limits the detection of small cracks in bondlines or surface erosion defects [18]. Wireless

sensors require additional power supply for the sensors. FBG sensors have some advantages over

the resistive strain gauge type system, by being insensitive to electromagnetic interference, having a

higher signal to noise ratio, and having greater signal transmittance distance [29]. Optic fibers have

low electric conductivity and thus are safer against lightning. However, the optical fiber approach

allows mainly measuring local properties while piezoelectric transducers allow real-time monitoring

of an entire blade.

3. Concept of Mechanism Based Structural Health Monitoring of Wind Turbine Blades

3.1. On the Damage Mechanism-Informed Health Monitoring

The techniques using few sensors to measure structural response features are rarely sensitive

enough to detect localized damage reliably unless the damage is severe. This has also been the

experience for monitoring of wind turbine blades and although operational approaches suitable for

detecting ice accumulation or turbine imbalance exist, these seldom provide information about specific

damage locations or severity.

The sensor technology will need to track the condition of these particular defects/imperfections

and provide alerts on their response under various operational loadings. Obtaining such information

from offshore wind farms will not be straightforward or cheap. Therefore it is the embedded “local”

sensor instrumentation that must confirm details about the current state, and inputs for models

predicting the future state as some defects begin to initiate precursor damage and grow. The damage

observed in different structural zones of the blade is not the same and it follows that the damage

protection approach, the repair/mitigation strategy, and the sensor deployments will also be different

for each structural zone. The embedded conductive nanoscale sensing particles (CNT and graphene)

might allow comprehensive sensing of blade defects in the future, including smallest initial defects,
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voids, and erosion pits, but these technologies are still at a relatively low technological readiness level

(TRL). In order to overcome the limitations of the available sensing methods, it is suggested here to

use the mechanism based structural health monitoring approach. This approach assumes the location

of sensing elements in the regions of expected damage initiation, and in the form and orientation

corresponding to the expected defect configuration. The expected damage type and configuration

can be determined in the field studies, and some of expected damage mechanisms are reviewed in

Section 3.2. The surface erosion, adhesive fatigue, laminate cracking, and in some cases compressive

kinking and failure are among the most often observed mechanisms. Figure 2 shows the examples of

the damage mechanisms at structural and microstructural levels.

 

 

Figure 2. Main structural damage mechanisms of wind turbine blades.

3.2. Degradation Mechanisms of Wind Turbine Blades

Wind turbines are subject to complex environmental and mechanical loading during their service

time, including cyclic deformation and high moisture and temperature variations, but also extraordinary

events, like transportation damage, lightning strikes, and bird impact [56–60]. In addition to damage

during service, transportation, installation and assembly damage, and manufacturing defects have a

strong influence on blade degradation. Failure events of different degrees take place relatively often.

With an estimated 700,000 blades in operation globally, there are, on average, 3800 incidents of blade

failure each year. Average failure rate of an offshore wind turbine is 8.3 per turbine per year [56].

The main causes of wind turbine blade damage include lightning strikes, environmental wear,

rain, sand and contaminants caused erosion, bird impacts, thermal cycling, leading and trailing edge

erosion, fatigue, moisture intrusion and foreign object impact, egress of moisture through the laminate

skin structure, as a result of the surface damage, and mechanical failure [61–68].
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According to [65], the following areas of blades are easily damaged: 30–35% and 70% in chord

length from the blade root, root of the blade, maximum chord, and upper spar cap/flange of the spar,

but also trailing edge on the high pressure side [9] and on the leading edge.

Li et al. [67] listed the following typical damage scenarios of wind turbine blades: wind of large

magnitudes, lightning shock, uneven ice accumulation, manufacturing defects. Chen [68] listed also

failure of a control system, failure at the root connection leading to blade throw, extreme load buckling,

blade overspeed striking the tower, incorrect design for fatigue loads, crane impact during scheduled

maintenance or on-site repair, poor manufacturing quality, and fire.

Sørensen et al. [69] identified different types of damage of wind turbine blades: skin/adhesive

debonding (including buckling induced skin/adhesive debonding), adhesive joint failure, sandwich

debonding, delamination, splitting along fibers, and cracks in the gelcoat.

With a view on repair procedures, wind turbine blade damage is classified as: (a) surface erosion,

(b) non-structural damage, and delaminations (b) and (c) structural damage, with fiber failure [61,62,70].

The surface erosion is caused by fatigue from repeated rain drop and hail impacts, causing surface

microcracks, leading to pits, gouges, delaminations, and surface roughness, which in turn reduces the

energy production of the wind turbine [71,72]. The surface roughening has also an effect on the wind

turbine noise [73,74]. Eroded blades increase dramatically the noise generation [75]. Figure 3 shows a

photo of an eroded blade.

 

 

−

Figure 3. Eroded blade and mechanism of blade erosion (photo Jakob I. Bech).

The structural damage can include surface cracks and delaminations (e.g., from impact).

For instance, in thick composite parts wrinkles may lead to the formation of compression failure and

delamination [76]. Cracks and delamination can also start from processing details such as plydrops

that locally causes a stress concentration.

It is of interest to compare frequency of observation of different damage mechanisms. According

to data from Caithness Windfarm Information Forum [57], blade failure is the most common cause

of wind turbine accidents. There are various data on annual failure rates for rotors and average

downtimes per failure: 11 annual failures with an average downtime per failure of 3.2 days based on the

Wind Monitor and Evaluation Program(WMEP) database [59] (corresponds to an average downtime of

9 h per year per turbine, and probability 0.10% for each turbine [58]), 0.23 annual failure rate with an

average downtime per failure of 11.4 days based on LWK (corresponds to an average downtime of 62 h

per year per turbine, and to a probability of 0.71% for each turbine) [58,59]. So, Carol et al. [56] observed

that 6.2 minor repairs, 1.1 major repair, and 0.43 major replacements are required on average per

turbine per year. Blades are the most flexible component and are easily damaged, this can lead to rotor

imbalance, aerodynamic asymmetry, and blade fracture [60]. Blades are the 5th biggest contributor
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to overall failure, with 6.2% (after the pitch and hydraulic system, auxiliary components, generator,

and gearbox) [56]. Blades show 0.456 minor repairs, 0.010 major, and 0.001 major replacements per

turbine per year. The minor repairs can be surface erosion or debonding, repaired by protection tapes

or shields [61], filling and sealing, and resin injection for small surface cracks, while a major repair is

typically a structural repair, for instance, plug/patch and scarf repair [61,62]. In [64], the failure rate of

blades is given as 1.116 × 10−5 per hour (third after tip break and yaw bearings).

4. Demonstration: Monitoring Specific Damage Mechanisms

In this section, several approaches to monitor specific local damage mechanisms suitable for

particular wind turbine blade structural zones are discussed, and laboratory (or test hall) measurements

demonstrating the principle for detection and assessment of damage is presented.

4.1. Leading Edge Erosion by a Single Point Impact Fatigue Test (SPIFT)

The severe problem of erosion on wind turbine blades can initially be addressed in two ways,

and these approaches do not exclude each other. The first approach would be to limit the damage

potential of erosion-causing impacts by adjusting the position and operation of turbines in areas

with high precipitation (or other aerosol particulates) [77]. This could be done exclusively during

the short periods when erosion risk is highest, for example during thunderstorms, hail showers,

dust clouds, insect swarms, and so on. A second approach is to enhance the protection level on the

leading edge of the blades so longer operation in harsh environments becomes possible [72]. Currently,

a number of solutions are used to protect blades again the erosion: one can list protection tapes (from

durable, abrasion-resistant polyurethane elastomers), protective coatings, applied with either a brush

or casting, epoxy, and polyurethane fillers. The specific solutions available on the market include the

ProBlade Collision Barrier by LM Wind Power, KYNAR PVDF-acrylic hybrid emulsion coating by

Arkema, 3M polyurethane coatings and W4600, polyurethane tape by Bergolin, Duromar, Enercon

two component polyurethane coating system, Belzona 1331 and Belzona 1381, ELLE (Ever Lasting

Leading Edge), soft shell developed and marketed by Poly Tech, and durable cover Blaid Protective

Sheet, produced by IER Fujikura.

Any monitoring system implemented on the leading edge section of a wind turbine blade should,

at a minimum, give details about the current impact loading level for that particular structure and

confirm continued effective performance of the added protective layers.

In order to conduct more controlled investigations into the effect of a repeated series of single

point impacts on typical wind turbine blade laminates and different protection strategies, a team at

DTU Wind Energy developed a new test approach, called single point impact fatigue tester (SPIFT) [78].

This approach included a stress wave measurement for every impact to highlight any changes in the

protective layer effectiveness and damage accumulation in the underlying laminate. Acoustic emission

(AE) sensors were attached to the SPIFT specimen (reverse side of the coated laminate) and allowed to

register the stress wave response resulting from each individual impact event. By comparing changes in

the extracted AE waveform features, an impact characterization was used. A correspondence between

the type and velocity of the impact pellet and the response of the stress wave sensor, indicating that the

energy loading into a particular test specimen configuration could be confirmed by sensor output [78].

Furthermore, when the SPIFT was run until failure of the leading edge protection, this caused a sharp

change in the stress wave sensor response being returned.

Figure 4 shows a typical output reading with each point corresponding to a single pellet impact.

The y-axis shows a value corresponding to the energy density index for each impact, being calculated

from the area under the stress waveform (MARSE—measure of the area under the envelope of the

rectified linear voltage time signal) detected by the sensor in the underlying laminate divided by the

duration of that waveform (in milliseconds). The change in this value indicates the point at which

local failure of the leading edge protection capability at the impact point occurs.
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Figure 4. Sensor readout showing the energy density for each impact in a single point impact fatigue

tester (SPIFT) series.

Thus, this preliminary test demonstrated the possibility to monitor the damage and impact of

coatings on the blades.

4.2. Interface Crack Opening and Interface Crack Progression

Many wind turbine blade designs require significant volumes of adhesive, in the “spar-line”

between the spar cap or shear web and the shell of the blade, and in the “mold-line” between the

two halves of the blade shell. In either case the presence of voids in these bondlines and thickness

variations and cure stresses is considered ubiquitous and has long been an area studied to determine the

severity and criticality of potential defects on the performance (particularly the fatigue performance)

of the structure.

Removing the possibility of all defects from occurring during the manufacturing process is not

an economic proposition for blade manufacturers. In any case, not all defects result in problems

within the lifetime of the blade. Therefore, the focus of research has always been on understanding the

mechanisms by which particular defects can initiate damage that will propagate within the strain field

of an operating structure. Hence resistance to fracture is a critical property and ideally the bonding

technology design should demonstrate increasing resistance as the damage gets bigger, effectively

“pinning” damage that initiates at one location (perhaps in connection with an unfortunately located

defect) from ever growing to a size that compromises the operation of the structure.

Material properties that control damage propagation can be investigated in the laboratory in

order to provide tools for designers to incorporate damage tolerance effects into the operating life

cycle of the structures. A key consideration here is that monitoring systems should detect not just

the presence of damage as usual, but additionally confirm that the damage tolerance mechanisms

intended by the design are in effect. Bondline or interlaminar crack opening tests show variations

in the resistance to damage growth due to a variety of material and morphological factors. One key

factor is the presence or absence of reinforcing fibers linking the two separating faces. In a “clean”

crack along an adhesive interface, the resistance to propagation is primarily found at the crack tip, in a

crack with many hundreds of fibers linking the two separating faces, a “cohesive zone” behind the

crack tip contributes hugely to resisting crack propagation. A damage tolerance design that depended

on extensive fiber bridging to prevent damage growing would need to confirm the presence of this

cohesive zone behind the crack front.
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In mechanical test laboratories, the performance of various material and design combinations in crack

opening tests can be assessed with dual cantilever beam (DCB) specimens. Acoustic emission sensors on

these tests can measure details of the microseismology associated with the crack propagation [79].

DCB specimens with fully developed bridging zones have a higher resistance to crack growth,

and the AE emitted consists entirely of microscale deformation events from all along the cohesive

zone. The waveforms resulting from the detection of these events are very similar. However,

if the crack propagation also includes pure resin crack failure then that AE activity will have very

different waveform characteristics. A macroscale propagation event taking place during crack growth

would generate an AE hit that “violated” the template of expected activity for a fully-bridged, high

crack-resistance test [79,80].

In a series of nominally identical DCB specimens tested, a range of crack energy (JR) values were

returned [79]. The data are shown in Table 1. Studying the AE output for each test, it could be seen that

the two specimens with the highest JR values (Specimens A and D) had AE hit waveform characteristics

that all fell within a tight range. Rise time under 1400 us, less than 600 counts (threshold crossings),

MARSE energy under 90, and total duration under 2400 us. Using these four values as a “safe zone”

template for a good crack resistance test, the AE activity from the other specimens can be compared

against this template to see if their lower JR results are reflected in an altered AE microseismology.

Table 1. Table of results sWhowing dual cantilever beam (DCB) specimens JR value and acoustic

emission (AE) characteristic information.

Specimen Series,
Ordered by

Descending JR Value

JR (N/mm)
Total Number of
AE Hits during

Test

Number of AE Hits Violating

One
Parameter

Two
Parameters

Three
Parameters

Four
Parameters

Specimen A 1.40 19,997 0 0 0 0
Specimen D 1.35 23,320 0 0 0 0
Specimen C 1.20 16,869 1 0 0 0
Specimen B 1.15 14,258 3 2 0 0
Specimen F 0.90 19,920 5 4 2 2
Specimen E 0.80 29,600 23 21 14 5

The high crack resistance specimens (A and D) provide the template for the AE analysis, and as

shown in Table 1, the deviation from this template (violation of one or more parameter threshold)

in the AE activity from the other specimens seems to match their lower level of resistance to crack

propagation. Such analysis of multivariate data is more usually done automatically and in greater

detail by machine learning algorithms, either using a preset template for the waveform characteristics,

or via self-learning.

4.3. Plydrop Delamination Propagation Rate during Tensile Testing

Wind turbine blade laminate thickness varies from root to tip. This reduction along the length of

the lay-up is achieved by including “plydrops”, where one of the laminate layers is simply terminated

thus reducing the total number of layers in the stack. An efficient plydrop design can help to reduce

the effect [81], however this material and geometrical discontinuity is an inevitable source of stress

concentration. Any delamination initiating at a plydrop discontinuity is a potentially critical damage.

Early warning of this occurring during operation (both when and where), and any details about the

progression rate under different load levels, will be valuable when planning the correct mitigation

approach and scheduling a repair before the damage extent becomes too great.

Static plydrop test: A series of glass composite tensile test specimens that included several

plydrops along their length were loaded in order to grow delaminations initiating from the first

plydrop [82]. Acoustic emission sensors were used to detect the precursor failure at the end of each

plydrop present in the gauge length, followed by growth of a delamination from the first (and deepest)

plydrop along the length of the test specimen. The delamination growth was promoted using both

static and dynamic loading regimes.
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Figure 5 shows the specimen with four open plydrops on one surface and AE sensors (S1 and S2)

at either end to detect and localize activity when the delamination initiates and propagates along the

laminate interface from the first plydrop.

 

 

−

Figure 5. Schematic of a plydrop specimen with the linear AE sensor array (static test).

Figure 6 shows the localization output from the AE linear array during static load to failure.

The vertical axis is the distance between the top and bottom sensors, and the horizontal axis shows test

time. After initiating damage at the first two plydrops near the bottom of the specimen, the delamination

propagated linearly until it approached the third plydrop at which point it became unstable and

propagated rapidly. From the linear portion of the data, these measurements provided confirmation of

the propagation rate as the crack front moves along the specimen, in this case 2.11 mms−1.

 

−

Figure 6. Acoustic emission localization during plydrop specimen static loading.

Dynamic plydrop test: An identical plydrop tensile test specimen was dynamically loaded (at 3 Hz)

to observe progression of the initiated plydrop delamination under fatigue. Dynamic loading of the

specimen increased the “noise level” in the test and it was therefore necessary to add guard sensors

(S1 and S2) near the grips, and an extra sensor along the linear array (S3, S4, and S5) in order to extract

the localization information that was so easily achieved with two sensors under static loading. This

sensor array is shown in Figure 7.

The test took place over two days and the localization distribution from both days is shown in

Figure 8 with the linear array along the length of the test specimen in the y-axis, and test time along the

x-axis.

During the first phase of the fatigue loading, the delamination under the deepest plydrop was not

yet initiated, but once in place it propagated at a consistent rate that was continued on the second day.
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The propagation rate for the delamination could be read from the AE localization output. In both days

of testing the rate averaged to 0.012 mms−1 (4.3 cm every hour) or approximately 4 mm for every 1000

load cycles.

 

 

−

Figure 7. Schematic of plydrop specimen with the linear AE sensor array (dynamic test).

 

 

−

Figure 8. Acoustic emission localization during fatigue loading of the plydrop specimen (testing over

two days).

4.4. Root Bolt Failure

The circular root of a wind turbine blade is bolted to the hub. From here the round root shape

must transition into the first aerofoil profile along the length of the blade. This transitional section

carries the highest loads and must survive millions of cycles during the structures service life. Root bolt

design is competitive, with subsuppliers looking to provide a robust solution with reduced assembly

line times. Segmented blade design mean added focus on this area is likely in the future. The failure of

a single bolt in the assembly due to fatigue failure in the metal component, or via adhesive failure

in the attachment design, is a concern for any wind turbine blade. In such an event it is desirable to

obtain immediate warning of its occurrence, plus information about the result of the failure on the

structural behavior of the blade and turbine.

In a high flap displacement dynamic blade test, the blade had been instrumented with various

sensors in order to detect changes resulting from the propagation of a deliberately induced damage.

However, on the day in question, the extreme flap load regime being applied to the blade resulted

instead in a failure of the root bolt assembly. Failure at the root meant the blade was free to move

slightly at its attachment point to the test block. This compliance allowed the blade to “move away”

from the induced displacements of the loading saddle. Although sensor distribution on the test blade

was focused around the induced damage site, it was possible to read the immediate event of bolt

assembly failure, plus a change in the trend of the response data that followed development of the root

attachment compliance.

Figure 9 shows AE activity from two sensors for the entire day of blade testing with the amplitude

of each detected hit on the x axis and time of day along the y axis. Sensor 1 (S1-O) was mounted

near the root, Sensor 2 (S2-x) was mounted on the loading spar at a high bending moment radius of

the blade.

Details about the testing for the duration of the day are reflected in the acoustic emission sensor

output shown. At around 0800 on December 2nd, the blade was being prepared for the days testing.

At about 0830 dynamic loading began; low magnitude to begin with but increasing gradually until the
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high levels intended to propagate the induced damage were achieved. By 0930 the high load level

target was reached and the loading saddle displacements being applied to the blade in order to achieve

this were maintained for the rest of the day.

 

 

Figure 9. AE amplitude distribution for blade test during bolt failure incident.

At 1145 the bolt failure event occurred and was detected by the S1 sensor closest to the root; sensor

1 was almost entirely silent during the test up until this point. This AE hit detected by S1 was the

single highest amplitude and highest energy hit of the day.

Shortly after this, the AE profile of the active S2 sensor began to change with lower amplitude

activity being detected. This is due to compliance in the system as a result of the bolt failure at the root

attachment to the loading block. At about 1330 the amplitude profile from S2 drops further as a more

extensive compliance effect began.

One often highlighted drawback of passive AE monitoring for operational structures is the volume

of data generated if all characteristics of every hit detected is to be recorded in order to permit a detailed

analysis. However, as Figure 10 shows, even when the system only supplies a compiled report every

15 min (suitable for integration with SCADA) the occurrence of a unique event at the root section (S1)

and a measure of the change in the structural behavior (S2) resulting can be flagged by automated

surveillance programs.

 
 

Figure 10. Maximum amplitude AE detected (15 min block period) during blade test bolt failure.
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4.5. Bulk Material Fatigue

Thick laminate layers of predominately unidirectional reinforcement material forms the bulk of

the main load carrying spar components in wind turbine blades. In operation, these highly loaded

sections of the structure must survive a 20–30 year lifetime consisting of 108 to 109 fatigue cycles and a

wide range of load ratios.

The large completed blade structures cannot be tested to such an extent, and so the load carrying

material is tested as coupons using accelerated damage accumulation that can be carried out in

test laboratories all over the world. In this way a database of fatigue properties for particular

resin/reinforcement combinations at different load severity can be generated and is often presented

as a curve (S–N curve) showing applied stress in the material against the number of cycles to failure.

Using this information a design damage equivalent can be generated using the liner damage rules

of Palmgren-Miner.

Although an effective solution, there are significant potential uncertainties associated with this

process. One of these is due to deviation in material properties between the bulk laminate blade

material and the coupons being tested to determine fatigue performance. Every laboratory that runs

polymer composite fatigue tests regularly will find some coupons that deviate from the expected

performance due to minor defects in the manufactured material initiating coupon failure early in

the damage accumulation process. This requires extra testing of coupons along the generated S–N

curve in order to isolate the exception behavior. Additionally, this real variability in behavior feeds

into (conservative) design decisions to ensure safety in the final structure, as the possibility of a local

material defect is acknowledged.

For example, the material properties of the chosen blade laminate are investigated by coupon

testing. Part of this includes tensile fatigue testing (5 Hz) at various load levels to establish the number

of cycles to failure; the general test set up is shown in Figure 11. Identical specimens A, B, C, and D are

tested at a peak strain percentage of 1%, 0.95%, 0.90%, and 0.87% respectively. The expectation being

that the higher strain levels applied will result in a lower number of cycles to failure. However as

can be seen in Table 2, this hoped for progression was not achieved and resulted in more extensive

testing around these strain levels being necessary in order to establish confidence in the general

material performance.
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Figure 11. Tensile fatigue test set up showing (from left to right) AE system, control system, and test

rig, and a close up of the test specimen prior to loading, with extensometor and AE sensor clamped

in place.
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Table 2. Table of results from tensile fatigue testing of four coupons.

Specimen Peak Strain (%) Cycles to Failure

A 1.00 140,206
B 0.95 904,807
C 0.90 503,096
D 0.87 1,265,287

Of interest here is the possibility of detecting the suboptimal performance of specimen C early in

its simulated life cycle. By looking at the AE data from these tests we saw a general response where

high amplitude, high energy hits were detected briefly near the start of the testing (phase I), followed

by a long period of fatigue loading where there was no high energy hits. The length of this middle

phase (phase II) depended on the level of strain being applied and there was considerable lower

amplitude activity as the material was affected by the dynamic strains and a distributed microdamage

develops throughout the gauge length. Then, at the very end of the test (phase III), AE activity levels

increased once more as the laminate material damage became macroscale failure and the integrity of

the specimen broke down. This stiffness and AE response during the three phases of fatigue testing

can be seen in Figure 12.

Figure 12 shows the stiffness response for the test specimens B, C, and D during fatigue testing

overlaid with the high amplitude and high energy acoustic emission activity (all hits below 90 dB in

amplitude were excluded). Note that test specimen C was the only one that emitted high amplitude

hits during phase II, and that the highest energy hits occurred some 40,000 cycles prior to specimen

failure rather than immediately at the failure point as with the others.
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Figure 12. Stiffness response for the tested specimens B, C, and D (MPa/mm) illustrating the standard

phase I, II, and III of the tensile fatigue test. Additionally, shown on the same time axis is the occurrence

of high amplitude AE hits during phase I and II, and in the case of the prematurely failed specimen C,

also in phase II.

5. Future Directions

As discussed above, the weaknesses of current structural health monitoring technologies include:

low sensitivity (only large cracks could be detected), embedded sensors could change the mass

distribution of blades and also could represent a local weak site, potentially triggering crack growth;

costs of introducing additional sensing elements. Therefore, the local nanoscale sensors that do not

weaken the composites and coatings, but rather strengthen them, increasing their toughness and fatigue

resistance can be considered as promising solution [83–86]. Another advantage of nanoscale conductive

particles is the possibility of using available or only slightly modified manufacturing technology for
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composites and coatings. The idea of the damage mechanism based sensing with embedded nanoscale

carbon particles (e.g., carbon nanotubes) is illustrated in Figure 13, where the conductive carbon

nanoparticle layer and percolating carbon nanoparticle network are shown. Conductive fuzzy fibers can

be used to sense defects in the composites [87]. While it would be preferable to prevent and stop defects

at the stage when they are still small, the most sensing technologies allow only detecting relatively large

defects. Thus, a possible approach would be to combine the self-healing and sensing functionalities,

to heal the smallest defects and get a signal when the cracks grow. The technologies of healing

composites include Diels-Adler technology (can be used, for instance, for polyurethane coatings [88]),

microencapsulation [89], hollow fibers, vascular networks [90], vitrimers [91,92], and interconnected

self-healing thermoplastic/epoxy matrix microstructures [91]. Some of these technologies are adapted

now to wind turbine blades. Application of artificial intelligence and machine learning [93] is another

promising direction to extract and interpret minimal data available from limited amount of sensors.

Such an approach can also be optimized using digital twinning.

 

 

Figure 13. Schema of possible distribution of carbon nanoparticles: on the surface (for surface

sensing), on interfaces (for toughening, sensing, and fatigue) [94], and a 3D network in the matrix

(volume sensing).

6. Conclusions

The concept of damage mechanism based (mechanism-informed) approach to the structural health

monitoring of wind turbine blades was formulated. Various strategies and approaches of structural

health monitoring of wind turbine blades were compared. Examples of the local, damage mechanism

based approach to the structural health monitoring of wind turbine blade were demonstrated, include

the monitoring of leading edge erosion of wind turbine blades, adhesive bond failure, plydrop

delamination, static and dynamic plydrop tests, and bolt and laminate fatigue. The examples

demonstrated the possibilities of monitoring specific damage mechanisms, and specific localizations of

wind turbine blades. Possible future directions of the development of structural health monitoring

systems are discussed.
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